Family Physician (House Calls)

National Home Doctor Canada

National Home Doctors is looking for physicians to join our team of House Call Doctors

- We offer the flexibility to design your work so it fits your lifestyle
- Evening and weekend work
- Excellent income equal to or superior to walk-in clinic
- Shifts range from 3-6 hours
- Minimal documentation time using our proprietary technology
- **NO** need to take your work home with you

**Time commitment:**
- Create a roster where you work the same hours every week
- Work for a set period of time in the year to fit around your travel, family or other personal commitments
- Pick up ad hoc shifts when you are available

**Location:**
- Greater Toronto Area

**Salary:**
- Approximately $250-300 per hour

**Qualifications:**
- Licensed by the CPSO to practice in Ontario

**To Apply:**
Email: Sasha Fried at recruitment@homedoctor.ca
Phone: 647-269-0059
Head Office: 505, Consumers Road, Suite 901. North York, ON M2J 4V8

**About National Home Doctor**

**Who we are:**
National Home Doctors is Canada's largest provider of after-hours doctor house calls. Our patients have permanent or temporary mobility challenges and cannot get to a family doctor. Most of those patients are babies or young children, others are senior citizens or senior care residents. In the evenings or on the weekends, our Doctors are on the road, bringing medical care to patients suffering illness and injury.

**How it Works:**
Our call centre team triages patient inquiries 7 days a week from 8 AM to Midnight. They build properly triaged lists of scheduled house calls for doctors in their chosen area. Beginning in the weeknight after hours, or on the weekend, a doctor would receive their list of calls, and visit the patients in their selected area. All house calls are OHIP covered.